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Latter-day Saints made their first known cinematic appearance in
1898 in Salt Lake City Company of Rocky Mountain Riders, part of a se-
ries of very short motion pictures depicting American troops in the
Spanish-American War. Since then thousands of films and television
programs have dealt with Mormonism; at present the Mormon Liter-
ature and Creative Arts database lists 4,591 such items. This vast cor-
pus includes a broad array of styles and subject matter, with motion
pictures by non-Mormons, by Church members, and by the institu-
tional Church. The diversity of content is evident in titles such as the
independent missionary feature God's Army (2000), the inspirational
drama Windows of Heaven (1963), the anti-Mormon video The God-
makers (1983), the cult favorite Johnny Lingo (1969), the prosaic in-
structional film Teaching with Chalk (1956), and even the temple en-
dowment, which was first presented on film in 1955. Fiction films,
documentaries, instructional pieces, experimental works, filmed ser-
mons and presentations, and even home movies all hold an impor-
tant place in the historical corpus of Mormon film.

Since the 1910s, various terms have been applied to Mormon-
ism's cinematic tradition and its various components: "Mormon cin-
ema," "LDS cinema," "BYU films," "Church films," "seminary vid-
eos," "Sunday School films," and so on. These terms have been his-
torically mutable. A "Mormon film" in the 1910s was a vastly differ-
ent object than a Mormon film in each of the subsequent decades.

In 1912, for instance, the trade journal Moving Picture World ran
the headline "Mormon Pictures in Demand," yet the pictures in
question were the sensational 1911 Danish film A Victim of the Mor-
mons and six similar anti-Mormon productions that followed quickly
in 1912, illustrating what the general public thought constituted a
Mormon picture at the time.3 But by 1928 the Cleveland Ohio News
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christened the film All Faces West, produced primarily by non-Mor-
mons under official guidance from Church leaders, "the first Mor-
mon picture,"4 demonstrating a changing public perception. New
manifestations of Mormon cinema could be seen in 1940 when
Twentieth Century-Fox released its large-scale production of Brig-
ham Young, in 1953 when the Church established a Motion Picture
Department at Brigham Young University, and at other times until
2000 when Richard Dutcher released God's Army. At that point his
website called God's Army "the first . . . Mormon film,"5 and com-
mentators quickly agreed. As one example among many, in 2003
BYU's student newspaper the Daily Universe called Dutcher "the cre-
ator of the first LDS film 'God's Army.'"6

If both A Victim of the Mormons and God's Army could be hailed by
the press as preeminent examples of Mormon cinema in their day,
then it seems profitable to examine just what the term means, both
historically and now. Before doing so, however, two important ques-
tions must be addressed. First, what can we gain by approaching
Mormon film from a taxonomical perspective? Second, given the
wide diversity of individual films (doctrinal, comedic, nonfiction,
dramatic, anti-Mormon, etc.) and the plethora of generic labels
(Church films, Mormon films, LDS films, etc.), each with its own
connotation concerning production, content, and audience, is it
possible to speak of one monolithic Mormon cinema, or is it a
blanket term covering several distinct traditions?

To answer the first question, there are many potential benefits to
filmmakers and critics in identifying the center and the periphery of
Mormon film. Many of these are endemic to the films themselves;
for example, understanding Neil LaBute's relationship to Mormon-
ism provides greater insight into his work. But other benefits move
beyond the films to deal with the Church's place in the contempo-
rary world. Mormon cinema, in fact, can often be seen as a synec-
doche for all of Mormon society; along with music and temple archi-
tecture, it is the most prominent Mormon art form, continually in-
voked by the Church in its public relations and proselytizing efforts.
Church leaders and members obviously believe that motion pictures
can be an effective means of shaping public opinion.7 Hence, under-
standing the films that the Mormon community holds up as repre-
sentative of itself, as well as those it rejects, increases our compre-
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hension of Mormons' self-perception and self-presentation to the
world. Likewise, understanding what films outsiders have used to ap-
proach Mormonism helps us situate the Church in its broader social
context. Thus, understanding Mormon film as a genre helps us
comprehend the entire Mormon movement and its social milieu,
again both historically and at present.

Answering the second question—what is Mormon cinema?—is
more difficult. As mentioned, the term has constantly shifted, avoid-
ing any single definition. However, Mormon film does have compo-
nents in common with film genres, certain ethnic cinemas, and even
national cinemas, among other precedents. It can therefore be use-
ful and not inaccurate to describe Mormon film as a genre, or at
least approach it from that perspective. To be more accurate, how-
ever, we must define Mormon cinema as a religiously based ethnic
cinema that is continually developing characteristics of an actual
genre or even multiple genres. Thus, positioned in the interstices be-
tween genre and ethnic cinema, Mormon film exhibits charac-
teristics of both but complete adherence to neither.

To examine Mormon cinema as genre, a helpful entry point is an
essay by Mormon film enthusiast Preston Hunter, co-founder of the
popular website Ldsfilm.com, followed by two case studies that
probe his arguments. I will then turn to two non-Mormon academ-
ics: first, film and social theorist Hamid Naficy, to investigate the
characteristics that Mormon cinema shares with certain types of eth-
nic cinemas, and, second, Rick Altman, one of the most influential
contemporary film genre theorists today, to examine how Mormon
cinema does and does not constitute a genre.8

What Is Genre?
The French word genre (pronounced zhan'-ra) entered English

around 1770. It comes from the Latin genus (which itself has a Greek
root), meaning a kind, sort, style, or class of items; in biology, genus
indicates a distinct subgroup, generally containing multiple related
species, within a broader family. Genus and its related prefix gener-
ate the roots for such English words as generate and genesis (the cre-
ation or origination of something uniquely new and distinct); genera-
tion (a group of individuals born of the same parent or at the same
time); gender (a group of individuals sharing the same sex character-
istics); and of course genes and genetics (literally, "pertaining to ori-
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gins," which geneticist William Bateson popularized in the early
twentieth century to indicate the biological units that endow individ-
uals with their distinctive characteristics). All of these words indicate
groups of items that share certain characteristics with each other but
differ from items outside the group. This is perhaps the best way to
approach genre as well.

In everyday English, genre is used less frequently than its adjecti-
val form generic. Often this word has connotations of low quality, in-
cluding B-films, store-brand groceries, or cheap medication, but this
is not the thrust of its literal meaning, which is simply to pertain to a
certain genre, genus, class, group, or kind of related items. Today
brands, trademarks, and advertising try to distinguish items from a
competitor's similar products—a point we will return to in discussing
Rick Altman—but they nevertheless all belong to the same genre.

With films, even if viewers do not use the term genre, they easily
distinguish between westerns, science fiction, comedy, horror, and
other categories. The concept is as familiar as the layout of a video
store. Grouping films by genre makes them more accessible and also
tells consumers what to expect: no bloodbaths at the end of a roman-
tic comedy, for instance. Film scholar Dudley Andrew has pointed out
that genre criticism is the blood brother of auteur theory: the first
looks at similarities in films of similar content regardless of the direc-
tor, and the second looks at similarities in films by one director re-
gardless of the content. "Both these methods . . . follow an organized
approach and some invariable principles which can be applied to a se-
ries of films, one after another," Andrew says. "But even this is not
theory in its pure sense, for its goal is an appreciation of the value of
individual works of cinema, not a comprehension of the cinematic ca-
pability. We might call [genre and auteur] criticism 'applied film the-
ory,'just as we call engineering 'applied physical science.'"9

Thus, even though a generic study does not deal with film the-
ory proper—in other words, it remains strictly on the taxonomic
level—we can still apply a generic analysis to Mormon films in order,
as Andrew says, to appreciate their value, both individually and col-
lectively. In turn, I believe this will provide a framework from which
to reach increased insight into how cinema—and in particular Mor-
mon cinema—functions.
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Preston Hunter and www.ldsfilm.com
Though many Latter-day Saints may not know of Preston Hunter

and Thomas Baggaley, since 2000 they have been two of the most in-
fluential people in Mormon cinema. As co-webmasters of www.
ldsfilm.com, launched not long after the release of God's Army, they
created an online repository for everything related to Mormon film:
news articles, information on upcoming productions, box office sta-
tistics, biographical material, and other information. As a result, the
site is an excellent research aid and a resource in the creation of a
Mormon film community.10 While considering all films relating to
Mormonism, Hunter and Baggaley placed special emphasis on the-
atrical releases made since God's Army. To cohere and identify these
films, Hunter posted a brief essay, "What Is LDS Cinema?," on April
30, 2001. Slightly amended in February 2005, it has appeared on the
site ever since.11

It is important to situate this article historically. Hunter was writ-
ing immediately after the release of Dutcher's second theatrical film,
Brigham City (2001), and thus was literally the only one writing on
Mormon cinema at the time. Since he was attempting the difficult
task of writing on the cusp of a new movement, he exhibited won-
derful foresight but also an inevitable lack of knowledge about Mor-
mon film's history, parameters, and future. This fact increases the
essay's historical importance, capturing how one thoughtful ob-
server perceived a new movement at its very beginning. More impor-
tantly, Hunter established the vocabulary used on ldsfilm.com; thus
far, its definition of Mormon cinema has been generally if implicitly
accepted by the larger community without much critical assessment.
Without denying the essay's importance, the time now seems right
for such an evaluation.

Hunter begins by praising Dutcher as the first Latter-day Saint to
create a feature film about Latter-day Saints. In promoting God's
Army, Dutcher essentially established the parameters of "LDS Cin-
ema" (the term consistently used on the website, often with a capital-
ized "C"), which Hunter spends the body of the essay investigating.
Taking an exclusionary stance, he states that calling it "cinema" im-
mediately excludes anything not released in commercial movie the-
aters, such as videos, televised films, and official Church produc-
tions. Films must also be "made for a wide aspect ratio ('wide-
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screen'), not a television set." He acknowledges the importance of
excluded productions—specifically the documentaries of Lee Gro-
berg—but says they "clearly belong in a different category. And it is
useful to be able to talk specifically about 'cinema' without frequent
reference to often incompatible audiovisual media of other types."

The "LDS" modifier, on the one hand, excludes films made by
Mormons but without Mormon content, like Casablanca (1942) and
The Land Before Time (1988), and, on the other, films about Mormon-
ism directed by non-Mormons, such as Brigham Young (1940) and
Orgazmo (1997). Hunter realizes that a hypothetical film about Mor-
mon scripture would disrupt his unstated definition, however, so he
allows that what can be included are, in his quotation marks, "films
with overtly Latter-day Saint characters or themes."12

Returning to an exclusionary stance, he appraises the intended
audience and rules out anything not marketed primarily or exclu-
sively to Latter-day Saints, such as the irreverent sci-fi spoof Plan 10
from Outer Space (1994). He continues this train of thought into his
conclusion, where he implies that LDS cinema must be orthodox: no
Mormon villains, for instance. Comparing Mormon films with Afri-
can American films, he points out that the filmmaker's orthodoxy is
a problem unique to religious cinema, for while either a director is
black or not, an ethnic Mormon may not be active in the Church.
". . .A film which was highly offensive to most Latter-day Saints
would [not] be recognized as 'LDS cinema'"—and would not make
much money anyhow. Then, to his credit, he wisely leaves the entire
essay open to interpretation, commenting that future films "will
force re- evaluation of the term. It will be interesting to see what
develops."

Although Hunter never states his definition outright, it may be
thus inferred: An LDS film is a feature-length (of at least roughly
ninety minutes) fictional film released after God's Army in main-
stream commercial cinemas which is marketed specifically and ex-
clusively to Latter-day Saints, is directed by a faithful Latter-day Saint,
and favorably depicts faithful Latter-day Saints or characters based
in ancient LDS scripture.

Such a definition may describe the heart of Mormon cinema as
enthusiasts envision it in the early twenty-first century, but it fails to
completely map the terrain. It does not help, for instance, to demar-
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cate a place where Mormon cinema ends. All of Hunter's criteria are
exclusionary except for the single positive characteristic that a film
should depict "LDS characters or themes." This methodology, to de-
fine the platonic center of a genre by excluding everything it is not, is
very common in genre studies; in fact, it is possibly the preferred
methodology for most critics. So this approach is not to Hunter's dis-
credit, but it does omit a great many films that thoughtful crit-
ics—and the writers at Moving Picture World and the Cleveland Ohio
News—may want to include.

His first exclusion, of non-theatrical releases, is somewhat troub-
ling for a movement that has produced so much material for video,
television, subsidized film distribution (in meetinghouses), and oth-
er outlets. His concession to Lee Groberg suggests that Hunter rec-
ognizes the problem, but including even one such production would
open a Pandora's box for his definition. Defining "cinema" as refer-
ring only to commercial theaters discounts many historical prece-
dents in various national film industries that have had to rely on dis-
tribution outlets like agitprop trains, special screenings in civic ven-
ues, government subsidies, and video. The vast majority of Mor-
mon-related films—well over 90 percent, by my guess—was designed
for similar distribution models, and excluding them would remove
the context for the remaining 10 percent.

Hunter has good reason to exclude secular films created by Lat-
ter-day Saints, but the cases of Casablanca and The Land Before Time
are interesting for their disparity. The former is presumably men-
tioned because the screenplay passed through the hands of Casey
Robinson, a Church member and one of Warner Bros.' top screen-
writers at the time. After two other screenwriters had already done a
great deal of work in adapting the original play Everybody Comes to
Rick's, Robinson began working on the Ingrid Bergman character
and the love story. Simultaneously, two other writers, the Epstein
brothers, hashed out the male characters and the war material; a few
months later, staff writer Howard Koch was also brought onboard,
staying throughout production for rewrites that included changing
the entire climax and ending. Robinson, by then well into a success-
ful career, refused to share screen credit, a decision that cost him an
Oscar.13 Also, his limited involvement produced no Mormon char-
acters or themes. In contrast, director Don Bluth's extensive involve-
ment with The Land Before Time (discussed below) yielded a picture
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that demonstrates how an ostensibly secular film can indeed contain
"overtly Latter-day Saint themes" and be revelatory of the Mormon
experience. The wisdom of excluding such films from the corpus is
therefore debatable.

Hunter's next point is that LDS cinema cannot include anything
"made," presumably meaning directed, by non-Mormons. Ironically,
his example of director Henry Hathaway's Brigham Young provides
the perfect argument against his point, as Church members—includ-
ing Heber J. Grant and John A. Widstoe—were extensively involved
in its creation. From sympathetic portrayals of lightning-rod issues
like polygamy to the use of Mormon hymnody in its score, the film is
thoroughly infused with Mormonism. Hunter's second example is
the completely thematically unrelated Orgazmo, an NC-17 picture in
which a returned missionary acts in pornographic films to pay for
his temple wedding. In analyzing these two productions Hunter says:
"But neither Hathaway nor [Orgazmo director Trey] Parker are Lat-
ter-day Saints, which seems to be the deciding factor, because both
films (and many others made by non-Latter-day Saint filmmakers)
predated God's Army" This sentence requires a small leap of logic, as
it is difficult to make the connection between God's Army's release
date and Henry Hathaway's religion. There is obviously no causality
between the two, and hence Hathaway's faith is not "the deciding
factor." This slip does, however, tacitly reveal Hunter's most impor-
tant criterion: that all LDS films must be released after God's Army.

Finally there is the issue of the intended audience, a troubling
point for all genre studies. As Rick Altman amply demonstrates,
most films are marketed as different genres to different potential
customers, with broadsides reading, "Action! Comedy! Romance!"
Hollywood studios do this because they seek the largest audience
possible, and Mormon filmmakers are no different, even if it means
marketing to two different groups. Brigham City, for instance, report-
edly was packaged in two different cases for its initial DVD release.
One, designed for sale in Mormon-oriented outlets, featured head-
shots of the actors and the tagline, "Nothing attracts a serpent like
paradise," while the other, designed for general retailers, featured
blood and much more implied violence. Are half of the Brigham City
DVDs Mormon cinema and half not? Similarly, New York Doll's
(2005) video release came in two edits, a family-friendly version and
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a "mainstream" (i.e., uncut) version with slightly more profanity.
Pride and Prejudice (2003) had most of the already scarce Mormon
references from its theatrical version excised for DVD.

Not only can marketing and content vary for individual titles,
but the entire concept that a genre or ethnic cinema must be mar-
keted exclusively to one group seems invalid. Fiddler on the Roof
(1971), a favorite prototype for many Mormon filmmakers, would
no longer be considered Jewish cinema by this definition because it
was popular with a general audience. The same is true of Schindler's
List (1993), Woody Allen's films, or any ethnic movie that seeks suc-
cess beyond the filmmaker's demographic. In fact, most theatrical
Mormon films of the past decade have sought crossover success,
which by this definition would exclude them from the Mormon
canon as well.

Even if Hunter's criteria do not entirely withstand scrutiny, his
intention—to identify a group of films beginning with God's Army
that share distinctive characteristics in terms of both content and
production—is laudable. Films like God's Army, The Other Side of
Heaven (2001), The Singles Ward (2002), The Work and the Glory
(2004), and The Errand of Angels (2008) appear to form a historically
cohesive group with greater similarities in style and content than dif-
ferences. They therefore seem to mark the beginning of something
like a new wave. Indeed, some of Hunter's most perplexing omis-
sions are films like the 1977 Brigham, the 1931 Corianton, and the
1915 The Life ofNephi, which otherwise fit all of his stated criteria;
they are excluded, however, simply because they predate God's Army
and are not part of Mormon cinema's modern movement. While
there should be accessible terminology for these post-God's Army
films, it is unfortunate that Hunter uses the broad term of "LDS Cin-
ema" for such a small and historically cohesive group, as of 2009
constituting barely one-twentieth of Mormon film history since
1898. The effect is to appropriate the name of an entire movement
for its most recent manifestation. If these few theatrical films consti-
tute "LDS cinema," then what are we to call everything else?14

This is perhaps an overly harsh critique of Hunter, who needed
to establish a working definition for these films when only two had
been released. As the discussion of Rick Altman will show, if ques-
tions of Mormon genre are ultimately beyond Hunter's initial essay,
it is because the questions of film genre are often beyond all of us, to
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a much greater degree than previous generic studies have admitted.
Still, Hunter does raise several profound issues about Mormon film
that warrant further scrutiny. Perhaps the most important of these is
the religious affiliation of production personnel who work on
supposedly Mormon films.

Categorizing Mormon Films in Terms of Production
Many discussions of Church-related motion pictures mention

whether they are made by Latter-day Saints. In this sense, Mormon
cinema resembles ethnic cinemas like Jewish or African American
cinema, where the boundaries frequently blur around the edges,
particularly when content and authorship are at odds. How does one
classify a film about African Americans produced by Jews or Cauca-
sians? Does one include a film by a famous African American direc-
tor if it features white characters? Such films fall in the liminal space
between cultures and hence often have their genricity contested, a
pattern that holds true for Mormonism as well. For instance, Wagon
Master (1950), directed by John Ford, a Catholic, is arguably one of
the most resonant Mormon-themed films in existence, yet it is virtu-
ally never included in discussions of Mormon cinema. Religious cin-
ema experiences further complications when the filmmaker's devo-
tion to the faith changes or is enigmatic or problematic, as with the
Catholicism of The Gospel According to St. Matthew (1964), endorsed
by the Vatican but directed by avowed atheist Pier Paolo Pasolini.
This issue touches Mormon cinema with the recent work of Richard
Dutcher, such as Falling and Evil Angel, made after his public disass-
ociation from the Church.

Even with the possibility for such complex relationships, a sim-
ple schema of production personnel's religiosity can be a useful tool
in allowing differentiation within the vast corpus that includes both
The Godmakers and God's Army.

The first two tiers in Figure 1 deal exclusively with who made the
films: the institutional Church, Mormons acting independently, or
non-Mormons. The final tier addresses content: secular or religious.
Demarcating this split is not necessary in an exclusively person-
nel-based discussion, but it does identify, for instance, how the secu-
larJohnny Lingo qualifies as a Mormon film; any taxonomy that deals
with films strictly in terms of the Mormonism of their content would
exclude this work, regardless of its historical importance. For this
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reason, not just to accommodate content-based discussions, under-
standing personnel is crucial to understanding Mormon cinema,
and that includes secular films made by Mormons as well.

One could hardly discuss Jewish cinema without including the
"nonjewish" work of William Wyler, Billy Wilder, Mel Brooks, Ernst
Lubitsch, Josef von Sternberg, and a host of others, and the same is
true here: Mormon cinema is very much shaped by the secular work
of Neil LaBute, Hal Ashby, Lyman Dayton, Kieth Merrill, T. C.
Christensen, Ryan Little, and others (and not just directors), let
alone the hundreds of Church-produced educational productions
like Johnny Lingo. But admitting Johnny Lingo, Napoleon Dynamite
(2004), and Battlestar Galactica (1978) into the corpus of Mormon
films returns us again to some of the issues that Hunter dealt with by
excluding such productions. To further assess whether this uniform
exclusion is indeed appropriate, we must examine some films that
appear to be near the periphery but whose content makes them
prime examples of the expression of Mormonism in film.

Looking at Content: How Mormon Is It?
As this cursory analysis of production models reveals, there can

be no linear scale of "Mormonness" for a film. Films are complex
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works that should be evaluated individually, often with unexpected
results. A film that initially appears to have nothing to do with the
Church might, in fact, be quite thoroughly infused with Mormon-
ism, while one that is apparently full of Mormon content might be
rather devoid of it.15 Disagreement on this issue largely fueled the
controversy over States of Grace in 2005. Dutcher's supporters averred
that the film used unconventional situations to explore the Mormon
understanding of the Atonement, while his detractors saw it as a
worldly film about sex and violence disguised under a Mormon ve-
neer.16 This disagreement merely shows that the religious content of
a film may be different than anticipated and that Mormon material
may appear in unexpected places, such as the mainstream cartoons
of Mormon director-producer Don Bluth and the 1969 musical west-
ern Paint Your Wagon.

Don Bluth
Don Bluth began his animation career at Disney but left in 1979

to found his own studio, finding his greatest success in the 1980s with
films like The Secret of NIMH (1982), An American Tail (1986), and The
Land Before Time (1988). He has continued working in films, video
games, and books up to the present. Many of his films' narratives,
which he helps construct, invite a typological reading in which the
events on screen are symbolic of larger mythological or theological
patterns. Foremost among these is his use of the hero's journey, in
which the protagonist travels from an initial heavenly union through
earthly isolation and back to a more mature heavenly state.17 In An
American Tail, for instance, the young Fievel Mouse- kewitz is sepa-
rated from his family en route to their new Zionistic home in the
United States. He navigates through a dreary world that tests and tries
him, longing to be with his family eternally. Eventually, the family's
Utopian vision is realized when their reunion transforms America into
an earthly heaven.

Mormon author Benson Parkinson has identified an even more
intricate typology in Bluth's 1997 film Anastasia, which depicts the
surviving Russian princess several years after the fall of the Roman-
ov dynasty. In Paris and not knowing her real identity, Anastasia
must strive to remember her past life and reunite herself with her
grandmother, overcoming the attempts of the undead Rasputin to
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assassinate her. Eventually Anastasia and her grandmother recog-
nize each other by matching amulets. Parkinson says:

Read typologically, Anastasia holds up better . . . than the Disney
films. Think of the St. Petersburg palace as a regal, pre-existent, celes-
tial home, mostly-forgotten, towards which we grope, with little more
than hope to guide us most the time. We are opposed by a sinister
member of the court who has been expelled, and we have to be diligent
and pure, and help each other, to overcome the obstacles he puts in
our path. We're given emblems that help us recognize our heavenly
parents when we find them, and once we're united with them we can't
be separated again. Typologically speaking, Disney shows tend to boil
down to, "True love (i.e. romantic love) conquers all." Anastasia boils
down to, "If you're diligent in your quest, you can find your true iden-
tity and be sealed to your family eternally."

How we think of typology depends partly on what we see the au-
thor doing. It's perfectly legitimate to find Christian allegory in Snow
White or The Lion King, whether the authors intended it or not, because
one view of typology is that these patterns in all the world's stories are
pre-existent—they resonate because we knew them before we came. I
think Anastasia is different, both because of Bluth's LDS background
and because he's explored these same themes in his other films: discov-
ering one's identity in The Secret of NIMH, and finding one's family in
An American Tail a n d The Land Before Time. . . . I s e e B l u t h as a Lat -
ter-day Saint trying consciously to give these themes a purer expression
so they will resonate with people and prepare them for the gospel, or at
least help make them truer to their natures.18

Parkinson may be more correct than he suspects. In a 1989 Church
News interview, Bluth commented, "Everything I do is centered
around the gospel. Even our films are, although the secular world
would never realize it."19

Bluth made this statement soon after completing The Land Before
Time, and this film is perhaps the strongest example of his point. Set
in the age of dinosaurs, it tells the story of the young brontosaurus
Littlefoot. Initially his herd consists of himself, his mother, and two
grandparents. His mother teaches him about the Great Valley,
where they must go, before being killed by a Tyrannosaurus rex. Un-
able to find his grandparents, Littlefoot forms a new herd of or-
phaned or abandoned herbivore youngsters and begins leading
them to the Great Valley. Despite internal dissensions and the con-
tinuous threat posed by the prowling Tyrannosaurus, Littlefoot suc-
ceeds in leading his friends, after many challenges, safely into the
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Great Valley, where they are reunited with their families, including
Littlefoot's grandparents.

There are two legitimate ways to read the film typologically. The
first posits Littlefoot as a Christ figure: His birth is auspicious—he is
described as the herd's "last hope for the future"—with no physical
father present. Later a leaf described as a "tree star" descends upon
him like the Holy Ghost at Christ's baptism. He thereafter becomes a
spiritual and literal leader of his people. This typology fails, however,
to be completed via a Passion or Atonement process. In fact, it is his
friend Petrie who is seemingly resurrected after the climactic battle
with the Tyrannosaurus. The second and thus more consistent
typology sees Littlefoot as an everyman undertaking a hero's jour-
ney, which is enhanced by his role as a prophet as he guides others to
the Edenic Great Valley. Encouraged by visions of his dead mother,
Littlefoot is described as the only one who knows the way. Like Ana-
stasia, he overcomes a being like himself but completely infused with
evil20 immediately before finding his way to the valley and reunion
with his family. At this point the film's title seems purposely engi-
neered to give a double meaning to this extra-temporal heavenly
state. Here, Littlefoot's ancient grandparents may represent heav-
enly parents he vaguely remembers from long ago; the facts that
there are a mother and father and that he has retained a veiled mem-
ory of them begin to move clearly in the direction of doctrine spe-
cific to Mormonism.

There is, however, a third way to interpret the film, one that
connects it to the historical Church as well as to Mormon theol-
ogy. Key to this interpretation is the simple fact that the Great Val-
ley is explicitly to the west, as the caravan is told to follow the shin-
ing circle—the sun—day after day over increasingly rough terrain.
Thus, their journey becomes a representation of the 1847 pioneer
trek: The previously acceptable surroundings in the east are no
longer hospitable; the migrants have never seen the valley but be-
lieve they will reach it if they obey and persevere, walking every
step of the way; the land becomes more arid and mountainous as
they proceed; and the Great Valley itself (a simple rechristening
of the Great Salt Lake Valley) is fertile but surrounded by deserts
and mountains (something, admittedly, historically true in Utah
only after irrigation). Littlefoot is both a Joseph Smith—he sees a
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pillar of light and receives heavenly visitors—and a Brigham
Young—he leads his followers across the plains. The film's closing
line of narration even sounds as if it comes from a Church produc-
tion on the pioneers: "And they all grew up together in the valley,
generation upon generation, each passing on to the next the tale of
their ancestors' journey to the valley long ago."

What Bluth has done, therefore, is to create a typological plan of
salvation structure overtly patterned on the trek of the Mormon pio-
neers, creating a three-way equation between the dinosaurs' physical
journey, the pioneers' physical journey, and everyman's spiritual
journey. By rooting the narrative in physical, tangible, and relatively
recent historical events, the film opens up new meaning on Church
history: the pioneer as a type of each of us in mortality. The shadow
of the pioneers has been consciously included. Don Bluth's secular
films, then, are part of the religious tradition of the Latter-day
Saints.

Paint Your Wagon
Bluth's insertion of his own faith into his films is not astounding,

but Paint Your Wagon (1969, based on the 1951 Broadway musical) is
a more surprising achievement. This movie was made with no Mor-
mon involvement and treats Mormons comically, but it is still revela-
tory of LDS beliefs. Opening in No Name City, California, in 1848—
the year between the Mormon pioneer trek and the California gold
rush—the film shows how a hen-pecked Mormon man auctions off
one of his wives, Elizabeth (Jean Seburg), to Ben Rumson (Lee
Marvin), who immediately marries her. She in turn falls in love with
his Pardner (Clint Eastwood) and eventually lives consensually with
both men outside of town. As the city grows and civilized values en-
croach, this arrangement is found unsatisfactory. Elizabeth and
Pardner evict Ben and pretend to be legitimately married until their
desire for feigned monogamy becomes real. Eventually Ben leaves
town of his own accord to seek greener, less civilized pastures.

Any discussion of the film's Mormon content must take into ac-
count the genres of the musical and the western. Paint Your Wagon is
not the only musical western (or western musical) in history, but it
seems to be peculiarly torn between the sensibilities of the two genres
in a way that films like Oklahoma (1955) and Seven Brides for Seven
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Brothers (1954) are not. The film features semantic and syntactic ele-
ments of both genres but gives precedence to the semantic elements
of the western—guns, horses, and cowboys—and the syntax, or events,
of the musical—a romantic narrative and even the fact that Elizabeth
and Pardner essentially decide to "put on a show." In essence, the visu-
als belong to the western while the major plot points belong to the
musical; the musical therefore eventually dominates, forcing the west-
ern (along with Ben) out of the narrative completely. The rough and
tumble frontier town of No Name City is gradually subsumed into a
musical milieu, and in the end Pardner and Elizabeth enact the musi-
cal syntactic conclusion of the boy getting the girl. Ben rejects this mu-
sical world in favor of the western. He literally and symbolically de-
stroys No Name City, making it collapse in on itself as his underfoot
mine implodes. Then he disappears, bound for a new frontier. The
generic contrast at the conclusion is complicated immensely by the
fact that Ben is singing the title song while Pardner and Elizabeth re-
solve their relationship in a showdown almost as terse as Eastwood's
earlier spaghetti westerns. In these moments, Paint Your Wagon can
seem torn apart by its conflicting generic affinities, and Mormonism
is caught in the middle.

On the surface, the film's Mormon influence is minimal and
rather inaccurate. Elizabeth's first husband Jacob is a completely
comical figure, caught between two feuding women and complain-
ing under his breath how Brigham Young can handle all his wives
but he can't get along with just two. After Elizabeth's auction, Mor-
monism is completely eradicated from her character. This position
suggests that Mormonism's only characteristic is plural marriage
and that when Elizabeth loses her Mormon husband she also loses
her Mormon identity; true religion is represented later in the film by
monogamous Protestant families. Given this quick dismissal of Mor-
monism, however, it is interesting to realize that the entire body of
the film is essentially a meditation on the ethics of polygamy. When
Pardner falls in love with Elizabeth, he tells Ben and plans to leave to
avoid disrupting their family life. It is Elizabeth who rejects this plan
because she loves both men. If "my husband had two wives," she rea-
sons, "why can't I have two husbands?" After some thought they all
agree that on the frontier—that is, in the world of the western—peo-
ple can do whatever they like. Polygamy and polyandry are accept-
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able whenever there are no civilizing structures to dictate otherwise.
The logic of this libertarian self-governance is so compelling that
marriage ceremonies are dispensed with and Pardner moves in
immediately.

Thus in 1969 a Hollywood film apparently accepted and even
defended polygamy, the most controversial if antiquated of Mormon
beliefs. The film could end at this point with a happy polyandrous
resolution were it not that gold is discovered, the city booms, and the
urban world of the musical begins encroaching, deftly utilizing the
western's traditional play between frontier and civilization. The fam-
ily's home lies outside of town and hence outside the troublesome
parson's influence; but when Protestant families arrive, Elizabeth is
forced to provide shelter for one, thus bringing her cottage within
the confines of Protestant civilization. From this point on, the west-
ern is left behind and with it the compelling frontier logic that had
allowed the protagonists to justify plural cohabitation. Elizabeth
evicts one of her husbands simply for appearance's sake. The film's
complete acceptance of Mormon thought thirty minutes earlier
proves limited and conditional. It is just a matter of time, now, until
the musical wins and plural marriage must disappear entirely.

Ben never fits in the new environment. While the others are be-
coming civilized, he busies himself corrupting a Protestant youth in
the new whorehouse, and thus Pardner becomes the active dramatic
character in the film's final third: He must choose between the dia-
lectic forces of civilized/musical/Protestantism and uncivilized/
western/Mormonism. He picks the former, and he and Elizabeth
are described as "a real family after all" and "like a real husband and
wife," implying that, in the musical, polygamous families are in some
way false. Now the rejection of Mormonism seems complete, but it is
a dissatisfying denouement given the fact, left over from the period
of western dominance, that no marriage was ever performed be-
tween Pardner and Elizabeth, or for that matter a divorce between
her and Ben, let alone with her Mormon husband. Thus, plural mar-
riage remains the driving force behind their de facto union, strongly
undercutting the Protestant ending with a lingering sense of polyg-
amy's validity and importance. Ben's decision to rediscover his west-
ern frontier is sound, given that the No Name City which Pardner
and Elizabeth have adopted is not only full of prostitution, greed,
and gambling, but has literally just fallen from its foundations, a
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house built over not just sand but empty air. It is possible at this point
to feel that Mormon thoughts and values are more solidly founded
than those of "civilization" and that they are afforded a permanent
place where Ben is going, where they may not only interact with
Protestant notions but even hold their own against them. The fron-
tier—traditionally the place of freedom and opportunity in Ameri-
can mythology—is also the place where Mormonism can thrive.
There is some validation of the faith after all.21

Paint Your Wagon thus provides a very complicated view of both
LDS theology—at least as seen through the prism of polygamy—and
film genres. Its complexity does not allow it to endorse or condemn
plural marriage. Rather, it creates a space where polygamy can exist
as part of a functioning society, dependent on generic norms. Paint
Your Wagon, for all its camp, is therefore perhaps the most sophisti-
cated fiction film ever made on American polygamy. Similar exami-
nations could be made of many films and filmmakers, revealing in
each case an unforeseen degree of consonance—or dissonance—with
Mormon mores and beliefs.22

Hamid Naficy and An Accented Cinema
Despite the potential utility of studies such as these, Mormon

cinema cannot be treated exclusively as a traditional film genre.
Given its nature as a religiously based ethnic cinema, Mormon film
also shares many characteristics with traditional ethnic cinemas, but
these are highly modified by Mormonism's condition as a subcul-
ture within a larger national context. In examining Mormon film's
ethnic components, it is therefore useful to explore the work of film
and cultural scholar Hamid Naficy. Naficy, an Iranian immigrant to
the United States, has identified a new type of ethnic filmmaker ar-
guably most akin to Latter-day Saints: exiles and displaced people
who are working in a host culture other than their own. Although
most Mormons are not geographically exiled, their Mormon ethnic
identity is remarkably similar to those exilic cultures discussed by
Naficy, as can be seen through two key points. First, all members of
the Church have a distinct national and racial identity in addition to
their religious identity: they are just as black, white, Jamaican, Afri-
kaans, Chinese, Bolivian, or Indian as their non-Mormon counter-
parts. This prompts them to think of themselves as having a multi-
valent nature, including religious, racial, and national components.
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Second, Church membership and hence Mormon culture is spread
across the globe, from Heber to Hong Kong. This means that all
Mormons, in adopting Mormon culture—whether as converts or life-
long members—accept their dualism and find themselves living, in a
sense, as a minority in a host culture that both is and is not their own.
This dualism is exemplified to a degree by the popular maxim that
one should be "in but not of the world." A globally dispersed culture
like Mormonism will manifest itself differently in each national/eth-
nic culture where it exists. In that sense, comparing Mormonism
with diasporic and exilic filmmakers can prove quite profitable.

Hamid Naficy has studied Third World and Iranian cinema as
well as theories of exile, displacement, and diaspora and their mani-
festations in popular culture. His 2001 book, An Accented Cinema:
Exilic and Diasporic Filmmaking examines similarities across a broad
range of filmmakers who for various reasons have left their countries
and are now working in host cultures. To my knowledge the first
Mormon to suggest a connection between Naficy's accented cinema
and Mormon cinema was Heather Bigley, in a paper presented at
the University of Toledo in 2004. Bigley offers this cogent summary:

[Naficy] works out qualities of postcolonial alternative cinemas. Careful
to remind us that these cinemas are too diverse to categorize as a genre,
he divides postcolonial cinema into three groups: Exile, Diaspora, and
Ethnic/Identity films. All three worry over the relationship of the main
character/filmmaker to the homeland and to the refuge country.
Naficy calls them "accented" and then extends that name past postcol-
onial cinema: "all alternative cinemas are accented, but each is ac-
cented in certain specific ways that distinguish it."23

Despite the rather broad group of alternative films this definition
may imply, Naficy's emphasis is decidedly on exilic filmmakers. Their
films are generally differentiated from the mainstream in both their
artisanal mode of production—using small multitasking crews—and
their nonconformist aesthetics. They are often self-aware, autobio-
graphical, or both; and they tend to emphasize issues like personal
space, travel, communication, borders, and language. The very term
accented, in fact, implies a linguistic precedent. Naficy points out that
we all have accents for various reasons, including religion, but the cin-
ema in question here "derives its accent from its artisanal and collec-
tive production modes and from the filmmakers' and audiences'
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deterritorialized locations. Consequently, not all accented films are
exilic and diasporic, but all exilic and diasporic films are accented."24

As a consequence, Mormon cinema, while accented, shares only
certain characteristics with exilic or diasporic cinema. Although Mor-
mons may expect to eventually build Zion in Jackson County, Mis-
souri, they generally do not have a sense of exile like nineteenth-cen-
tury pioneers or a yearning for what Naficy calls "a homeland yet to
come" like modern Palestinians. Because Mormons are so completely
subsumed within their national cultures, Mormon cinema most close-
ly resembles Naficy's category of "postcolonial ethnic and identity
filmmakers," focusing on life "here and now in the country in which
the filmmakers reside"25 rather than life in the homeland, a stance
consistent with the modern Mormon emphasis on building Zion
wherever Church members live. Consequently, Mormon films lack
some important characteristics of much accented cinema such as poly-
glotism, a focus on geographical and other borders, written text on
the screen, and, for that matter, politics.

Mormon culture, however, obviously remains distinct from its na-
tional host cultures, retaining unique beliefs and practices and adapt-
ing other national norms to fit these beliefs. Because temple worship
has no equivalent in most contemporary societies, it is completely
unique to Mormonism. Dating and courtship, in contrast, are general
phenomena but are modified by Mormons to include provisions
against premarital sex and teens dating before the age of sixteen, as
well as substituting many culturally specific activities not based on
theology or morality (such as, possibly, watching Mormon movies). In
the United States, some Latter-day Saints embrace the hyphenated
term "Mormon-American," simultaneously indicating their national
affiliation and their resistance to complete homogenization within it;
rather, they accept a native discourse that "lies[s] outside ideology and
predate[s], or stand[s] apart from, the nation."26

Simultaneously, they also share a "horizontal and multisided [con-
sciousness] involving not only the homeland but also the compatriot
communities elsewhere,"27 Zion throughout the world. There is a
sense of fellowship and commonality within the Church despite dif-
ferences in geography and national culture, and in general Mormons
are concerned with how the Church is faring in distant lands. This in-
ternational interest provides one way in which Mormon cinema
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proves similar to exilic accented cinemas, despite Mormon film's ten-
dency to mimic mainstream cinematic aesthetics. This international
interest is often quite literal, as Mormon films frequently feature a dis-
placed protagonist either as a pioneer emigrant or, perhaps more
commonly, a missionary. Also, like other exilic films, Mormon pic-
tures set in the Church's pioneer era almost invariably include geo-
graphic movement from one place to another. Ironically, however,
this migration—which is usually undertaken en masse and not, as in
most exilic films, by individuals—is not the central focus of most Mor-
mon movies as it is in pictures like Gregory Nava's El Norte (1983,
about two Guatemalan immigrants trying to enter the United States).
Migration, for example, plays a relatively minor role in the Work and
the Glory films and even Legacy (1993). In fact, there has only been a
handful of fiction films in which migration has actually been the nar-
rative's key focus: titles like the Church-sponsored All Faces West
(1928), the major studio production Brigham Young (1940), and John
Linton's Perilous Journey (1983) and Kels Goodman's Handcart (2002),
both about the 1856 handcart expeditions.

Because missionary films are more common and tend to consis-
tently feature many of the same semantic elements in similar syn-
taxes, they are sometimes considered the most developed subgenre
within Mormon cinema. Missions, unlike pioneer emigrations, are a
modern phenomenon with which all Church members are familiar.
By definition mission stories trade in culture shock, foreign lan-
guages, homesickness, departures, homecomings, and letters—all
components of accented cinema. Letter writing, for instance, figures
heavily in both The Best Two Years (2004) and The Other Side of Heaven
(2001). Letters form a significant preoccupation for the elders in the
former and the spine of an otherwise cyclic narrative in the latter.
Letters also figure in the plots of other films: a missionary's written
request for advice to his father in A Labor of Love (1990), a Dear John
letter in John Lyde's The Field Is White (2002), and Julie's letters, or
lack of them, to her missionary boyfriend Wally in Saturday's Warrior
(1989). Departures and homecomings also appear in many mission-
ary films, including those just mentioned as well as The RM (2003),
Return with Honor (2007), and, most poignantly, States of Grace, al-
though in that case it is the disgraced missionary's mother who
journeys to him.

But in the use of foreign languages, where one might most ex-
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pect to see components of accented cinema, Mormon cinema cir-
cumvents expectations. The majority of missionary films obviates
the problem of language by locating the missionary within his own
country. Even when the missionary learns a foreign language, many
recent films remain in English by either implying that the characters
are speaking a foreign tongue when the actors are not—Tongan in
The Other Side of Heaven—or contriving the plot so that the characters
will continually speak English despite a foreign location—Holland in
The Best Two Years. In contrast, accented films often assume a bilin-
gual audience and dispense not only with English but with subtitles,
something hardly done at all in Mormon pictures. One excellent ex-
ception, however, is the brief use of American Sign Language in Mi-
chael Schaertl's Christmas Mission (1998).

Two non-American Mormon directors living in the United
States may have given us the best examples of diasporic Mormon
cinema so far. Ryan Little, from Canada, has worked on numerous
Mormon and mainstream films, including directing two Mormon-
themed features, Out of Step (2002), a romantic comedy about a Mor-
mon girl from Utah attending the dance program at New York Uni-
versity, and Saints and Soldiers (2004), about an American Mormon
soldier serving in France during World War II. Despite their diver-
gent subject matter, these films are strikingly similar in their use of
exilic themes. Both are about characters from the Mormon heart-
land journeying outside of it. Both emphasize the geographic dis-
placement of their protagonists and how it affects them psychologi-
cally, leading to a decrease in mental acuity and preexisting skills-
Jenny's dancing and Deacon's marksmanship. Both characters strug-
gle to communicate their faith and decisions to their peers and com-
panions, and both long for a connection with their distant parents.
But Saints and Soldiers goes further than Out of Step: its German is not
subtitled, and it is important that Deacon (played by Corbin Allred,
the same actor who used ASL in Christmas Mission) is the only bilin-
gual person in the film, having served a mission in Germany. A sub-
tle scene with a French farmwoman is centered entirely around the
characters' desire to communicate across language barriers. The
film's ending also features virtually the only border crossing in Mor-
mon film as the protagonists attempt to cross from German to Al-
lied territory. Finally, Little also functions as his own cinemato-
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grapher, doubling a production role as is common in the artisanal
methods employed in much accented cinema.

Christian Vuissa, from Austria, has consistently devoted more
of his output to Mormon films than Little, including founding the
LDS Film Festival in 2001 and organizing it every year since.
Vuissa's first feature, Baptists at Our Barbecue (2004), was a disap-
pointing comedy that relied heavily on Hollywood aesthetics. But
his earlier short film, Roots and Wings (2002), was much more com-
plex, rewarding, and accented.29 It featured a Mexican family living
in the United States and dealing with the pressures of accultura-
tion: a teenage son who plays basketball and won't speak Spanish, a
brother/uncle who exhorts the father to return to Mexico with
him, and the invasion of an American religion—Mormonism—that
threatens to subvert their Catholic faith and pull the family apart.
Significantly, the script was a semiautobiographical work by Mexi-
can-American Maria Augustina Perez.

Vuissa co-wrote his second feature film, The Errand of Angels
(2008), with Heidi Johnson, who similarly created a semiautobio-
graphical script from her mission experiences in Austria, Vuissa's
homeland. Besides the fact that this is the first film to ever feature fe-
male Mormon missionaries in the central roles, the most refreshing
aspect of the picture is its extended use of German, not only with the
natives but among the missionaries themselves. The film uses subti-
tles, and the American missionaries' poor language skills have been
criticized by some as purposely disrespectful of the quality of flu-
ency achieved by actual missionaries,30 but the fact that German is
used as extensively as it is marks a major milestone in the representa-
tion of missionaries on film. This film is also the missionary film
most concerned with culture shock and acculturation, rather than
proselytizing and the conversion of investigators.

While crossing borders and adjusting to new cultures is not the
point of Mormon cinema in its broader sense, we can take the exam-
ples of these exilic films and build upon them as we examine all
Mormon pictures, including those set right in the heart of modern
Utah. Virtually all Mormon films are accented in certain ways other
than those explained above, and it is these that, again, help increase
our understanding of what Mormon cinema is and how to character-
ize it as an ethnic or generic cinema. The two most important such
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characteristics are the films' incorporation of, first, Mormon lan-
guage and, second, Mormon values.

Employing a vernacular language without translation for the audi-
ence is perhaps the most common and important way for alternative
cinemas to express their independence, and Mormon films have ex-
celled at this since their inception. God's Army was partly seen as revo-
lutionary because it used missionary lingo without explanation, but
older BYU films from Judge Whitaker's tenure (1953-74) likewise did
not explain terms like "the elders' quorum presidency" in When Thou
Art Converted (1968), "home teaching" in Worthy to Stand (1969), or
even "tithing" in Windows of Heaven (1963). In recent years HaleStorm
Entertainment has proven the most adept, if comically, at exploiting
Mormon jargon. The best example from HaleStorm's productions is
The RM, which employs an alphabet soup of LDS acronyms and fea-
tures a pun-intensive restaurant location. The trend continued with
other producers. Napoleon Dynamite, made by Latter-day Saints for a
general audience, created a nationwide fad with its vocabulary, a
heightened and stylized language based in actual Mormon profanity
like "gosh," "heck," "freakin'," "retarded," "sweet," "dang," "fat lard,"
and the less-common "butt-load." The Best Two Years bases an entire
subplot on one character's use of the missionary cussword "flip."
When non-Mormon filmmakers get the vocabulary or basic customs
wrong, as in Angels in America (2003), September Dawn (2008), or the
HBO series Big Love, it is painfully obvious to insiders.

Not incidentally, music may function like language, enhancing
authenticity and invoking increased meaning when Mormon tunes
are employed. When Max Steiner's score for Brigham Young quotes
"The Spirit of God," it has much greater resonance for the Mormon
viewer than the general viewer because the former is thoroughly fa-
miliar with that hymn's lyrics and history as well as, perhaps, per-
sonal experiences in which that hymn was involved with spiritual or
emotional manifestations.

On the second point, to say that Mormon films invoke Mormon
values may sound quaint, but it is the logical and much more impor-
tant extension of invoking Mormon language. The worldview of Lat-
ter-day Saints is different than that of non-Latter-day Saints, even
within the same nationality, race, and economic class. Sharing that
worldview makes Mormon films engaging for their audiences, but
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non-Mormon viewers, who do not understand the "accent," can re-
act with incomprehension or apathy. As a hypothetical example, a
film about a recent convert's temptation to drink coffee could be
gripping to Mormons but inconsequential and boring to others. At
its best, when not trying to pander to non-Mormons by watering
down its Mormonism, Mormon cinema is full of references to theol-
ogy, doctrine, scripture, culture, and history that enrich the exper-
ience for the culturally literate viewer.

Given that understanding, however, it is still helpful to recognize
the diversity that exists within Mormonism. The Singles Ward, for in-
stance, is not a film about Mormonism in general but a specific
group, single adults, in a specific location, Utah Valley, thus leaving
many of the jokes and references incomprehensible for Church
members as close as Idaho, let alone India. The Singles Ward was
much criticized for this approach, but such a level of specificity can
be beneficial as long as it is not treated as a true synecdoche for the
whole of global Mormonism. It is also important to remember that
the spiritual components of Mormon culture are fairly universal de-
spite ethnicity or national host cultures. It is these spiritual charac-
teristics—faith, repentance, family, revelation, and so on—that form
the heart of Mormon identity and hence Mormon cinema.

Thus, while Mormon films do not always reflect accented cin-
ema's emphases on internationality, they generally do reflect a Mor-
mon culture superimposed upon a host national culture. Under-
standing this duality can help us relate Mormon films to the broader
non-Mormon world, cinematic or real.

The final and most important way in which Hamid Naficy's the-
ories aid an understanding of Mormon cinema, however, is in relat-
ing them back to Mormon society, including both the films' support-
ers and critics. The result is a much richer comprehension of how
Mormon films function within their own social context. As men-
tioned, Mormon filmmakers are not marginal or subaltern but inter-
stitial, emanating from where dominant and minority groups inter-
act: "To be interstitial . . . is to operate both within and astride the
cracks of the system, benefiting from its contradictions, anomalies,
and heterogeneity." This duality affects the thinking of all members
of accented communities, not just the filmmakers; thus, most "eth-
nic communities are highly sensitive to how they are represented by
both . . . outsider and insider filmmakers. They often feel protective
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and proprietary about their 'image,' sometimes even defensive—all
of which forces accented filmmakers either to accede to the commu-
nity's self-perception and demands or to take an independent path
at the expense of alienating the community and losing its support."
Naficy terms this dilemma "accented cinema's extraordinary bur-
den of representation."31

Richard Dutcher is without doubt Mormonism's prime example
of this dilemma. Indeed, Naficy's descriptions of Atom Egoyen and
other filmmakers could have been written about Dutcher.32 Like
Egoyen, an occasionally controversial Armenian-Canadian director,
Dutcher is an artisanal multitasker who has appeared in his films
and incorporated autobiographical elements, principally in God's
Army and Falling. Like Ryan Little, Dutcher depicts Mormon com-
munity members dealing and communicating with the outside
world, whether on missions in God's Army and States of Grace or by
bringing the outside into the cloistered Mormon heartland of Brig-
ham City. In this light, we can see that the negative response of many
Latter-day Saints to Dutcher's work is not dependent so much on the
films themselves as on preexisting social issues within the Mormon
community. Accented communities exert tremendous pressure on
filmmakers to create super-films, containing "all of the best that the
'original' or the 'authentic' culture is perceived to possess and to rep-
resent as fully as possible the diaspora community,"33 a task which is
not only impossible but which can lead to films that whitewash the
group's image and become artistically sterile. Despite criticism,
Dutcher has eschewed this temptation, creating instead honest films
that depict Mormonism with all its intricacies intact.

Those who object to Dutcher's films seem to do so for one of
two reasons: either for portraying the faults of his Mormon charac-
ters, as occurred most publicly with the outcry over States of Grace, or,
inversely, for depicting priesthood ordinances, a concern that preoc-
cupied most critics of God's Army. On the surface these criticisms ap-
pear diametrically opposed—the one for showing faults and the
other for showing spiritually private experiences—but they actually
both stem from the same concern over a non-idealized cinematic im-
age. Naficy gives many examples of the first type, such as the re-
sponse of Indians against Mir a Nair's India Cabaret (1985) for its ex-
otic female dancing and Salaam Bombay! (1988) for its depiction of
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poverty.34 As for depicting ordinances, Naficy examines similar criti-
cisms against showing the traditional Muslim slaughter of a sheep to
welcome a new bride in Ghasem Ebrahimian's The Suitors (1989):

These [negative] reactions . . . show that the exiles felt betrayed by a di-
rector who exposed and signified upon aspects of the native culture
from an insider perspective but did so for the benefit of outsider audi-
ences. This is because Ebrahimian violated two norms of Iranian collec-
tive identity: maintaining a clear separation between self and other, and
loyalty to the insider group. . . . When indigenous practices are both
produced and viewed outside their naturalized contexts, they become
defamiliarized and may be devalued, particularly if viewers are defen-
sive about those practices. If viewers are not defensive [perhaps
Dutcher's goal], then defamiliarization may produce the promised criti-
cal awareness and pedagogical effect that Bertolt Brecht theorized.35

This critical awareness has been made available to Dutcher's view-
ers. When my brother first saw the scene in God's Army in which the
missionaries bless and heal the cripple Benny, he assumed an ironic
and detached attitude at the event's improbability. But after further
introspection, he realized that such a blessing is indeed possible, an ef-
fect that might not have occurred had he heard the story in a tradi-
tional setting like a Sunday meeting. Precisely because it was presented
in the defamiliarizing context of a movie theater, he paid greater at-
tention to it and felt increased faith in priesthood power.36 Still, ac-
cented filmmakers must be careful not to overstretch and offend too
much of their target audience—as Dutcher has apparently done with
Falling—or, particularly, potential investors for future pictures.

Culturally specific films have a much harder time securing fi-
nancing and distribution than mainstream films, adding to the ap-
peal of crossing over into the mainstream.37 After Saints and Soldiers,
Ryan Little switched to mainstream films, as have Dutcher, Andrew
Black, Kurt Hale, and a host of other Mormon directors. Even Atom
Egoyen has become increasingly homogenized into classical norms
as his popularity—and budgets—have grown.

I believe that the Mormon accent diffused throughout Mormon
film best exemplifies how it can be considered an ethnic cinema, par-
ticularly in explaining its reception among Mormons and non-Mor-
mons and how anticipation of that reception can influence filmmak-
ers' choices. In the context of this cultural setting, Mormon films do,
however, exhibit characteristics more traditionally assigned to film
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genres. Thus, while recognizing Mormon film's ethnic components,
investigating its generic characteristics will lead to a comprehen-
sive—if evolving—understanding of how Mormon cinema exists in the
interstices between a singularly ethnic and generic identity.

Rick Altman
Rick Altman is a well-known film historian and theorist whose

specialties include film sound and genre. In 1984 he published the ar-
ticle "A Semantic/Syntactic Approach to Film Genre" in Cinema Jour-
nal in which he proposed a new approach to film genre that recon-
ciled two divergent strains in previous genre theory. Not only has the
essay been extensively republished, but its approach has been widely
accepted and applied in the ensuing years, including in Airman's own
1987 book, The American Film Musical. He remained troubled, how-
ever, by flaws in his theory and, in 1999, published Film/Genre, a book
which revises his original thoughts.38 Throughout the rest of this arti-
cle, I will put Mormon film through the same evolutionary process,
following Altman's theories from 1984 to 1999.

"A Semantic/Syntactic Approach to Film Genre"
In his original essay, Altman begins with a summary of film

genre studies up to that point. He posits that these contain three fun-
damental contradictions, two of which concern us here. The first is
that recent genre criticism had taken a structuralist stance, treating
genres as neutral constructs in an ahistorical space rather than as
evolving phenomena generated by a linguistic community, generally
Hollywood, and intended for a specific audience. In other words,
they are treated as ahistorical artifacts when they are in fact histori-
cally mutable. Second, different people often discuss a single genre
in vastly different terms: half take an inclusive stance, often compil-
ing unwieldy lists of every possible film, and half take an exclusive
stance, usually written as an essay, that proposes an elite group of
films as the fundamental core of a genre. Altman illustrates this dis-
crepancy in an invented dialogue comparing Elvis Presley films with
Singin' in the Rain; Presley, because he sings, must be grudgingly ad-
mitted into the corpus, but Singin' in the Rain is "a real musical."39

We have already seen this problem in Mormon cinema: the list of
4,591 films included in the Mormon Literature and Creative Arts
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Database represents the tautological, all-inclusive approach. In con-
trast, Preston Hunter's essay delineates what he sees as the core of
Mormon film, not by creating positive inclusive criteria but negative
exclusive ones that whittle the genre down to its classical ideal.

How do these divergent positions exist simultaneously? A close
look reveals that the first position deals with the semantics of genres,
the second with syntax. Semantics in this case means elements-
nouns—that usually make up a genre's content, like the guns and
horses mentioned earlier as part of westerns. The syntax is the way in
which these elements are composed or arranged—the verbs. Guns
and horses may also appear in period romances and war films, but
when they are arranged in a syntactic narrative structure that uses
them in a way distinctive to the frontier—the main street showdown or
charging cavalry, for instance—then the film can be called a western.
Thus, guns and horses semantically exist in a broad range of films but
are used in a specific way only in a narrower syntactic group.

The relationship between semantics and syntax is the area of
play where Altman suggests the study of genre be located, thus alle-
viating the contradictions that had hitherto plagued the field. For
example, genres historically may be created by either a stable set of
semantic elements being arranged into a new syntax or by an estab-
lished syntax taking on new semantic elements. Also, the discrep-
ancy between critics who create broad tautological lists and those
who focus on an elite corpus of highly similar texts would diminish
as they both investigate what genres consist of and how these
elements are arranged at both the center and the margins.

Applying this theoretical model to Mormon-themed films quick-
ly shows that they cannot be considered a single genre, for the se-
mantic and syntactic elements are too broadly drawn and too
sparsely shared. Some semantic elements include temples, pioneers,
missionaries, baptisms, covered wagons, handcarts, sacrament meet-
ings, prayer, testimonies, meetinghouses, scriptures, family home
evenings, and priesthood leaders—in other words, elements of Mor-
mon history and culture. Arranging them syntactically, however, is
problematic, as no body of films has used enough of them similarly
enough to establish consistent patterns. This is true despite the fact
that a few films share a handful of syntactic elements, such as a char-
acter repenting or undergoing conversion. Even if we examine just
one semantic element, such as priesthood leaders, its syntactical
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FIGURE 2.
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placement from film to film varies significantly; note for example
the difference between Jared as the elders' quorum president in The
RM and Wes as the bishop in Brigham City, or the difference be-
tween the home teachers of The Home Teachers (2004) and Worthy to
Stand. If we recognize that the most common semantic element is
Mormon characters, then we quickly see that the range of their
syntactic use renders discussion useless. No single definition can
aptly summarize all Mormon films.

There are, however, similarities among smaller groupings of
films. Two pictures like Legacy and Saturday's Warrior could not seem
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farther apart, yet both feature a romance between a young woman
and a man converted by a missionary she knew beforehand, the re-
bellion of the oldest son against his father's faith, the rebellious son's
return, and cultural conflicts between Latter-day Saints and the soci-
ety around them, personified in street gangs/mobs. Furthermore,
in God's Army, The Other Side of Heaven, The Best Two Years, and States
of Grace, mission presidents reprove and encourage missionaries, a
semantic element used in a specific syntactic manner. Similar exam-
ples proliferate throughout Mormon film, allowing us to create a
taxonomy of potential genres and subgenres within the larger corp-
us of Mormon cinema.

In suggesting these schemata, I am including only films in which
Mormon elements play a major role, excluding the Church's educa-
tional films and films that include only passing reference to Mor-
monism. Also, I am not specifically including nonfiction films, al-
though many will fall within the same categories. (See Figure 2.)

The boundaries between these categories are plastic and perme-
able. Because they are also fairly self-explanatory, rather than list
pertinent titles for each I would like to mention a few points illustrat-
ing how these schemata relate to Altman's original thesis.

The first division, between traditional and instructional narra-
tives, is based upon a syntactic difference. The Church has produced
many films for classroom and training purposes that subvert tradi-
tional narrative structures by pausing the film for class discussion,
inserting portions of general conference sermons or other direct ad-
dress, or inserting diagrams or other instructional materials. Other-
wise, such films retain all of the semantic elements expected in
Mormon films.

Films with traditional narratives can perhaps most easily be di-
vided by their historical setting, whether in this or in past dispensa-
tions or eras. Those in the latter category are essentially set in the
context of ancient scripture like the Bible and Book of Mormon. Of
these, some adhere faithfully to ancient texts, including essentially
every film to depict Jesus Christ, while others take narrative liber-
ties. The Testaments of One Fold and One Shepherd (2000) embodies this
division as its scenes from the Bible adhere strictly to the scriptures
and even classical painting (primarily by Carl Bloch) while all the ma-
terial set in America is completely invented. A similar dichotomy can
be seen in the Living Scriptures cartoons of the New Testament
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from the 1990s, where much dialogue and action are invented for
other characters, including those in the parables, but virtually never
for Jesus himself.

Many films set in the present era feature traditional Mormon se-
mantics but not always in ways favorable toward the Church. Anti-
Mormon films like A Victim of the Mormons and Latter Days (2003)
have many of the same elements as pro-Mormon films but deploy
them in remarkably different syntaxes, such as, in Latter Days, a mis-
sionary finding liberation in accepting his homosexuality.

With both negative and positive films on Mormonism, it is inter-
esting to note that, with very few exceptions such as The Other Side of
Heaven, they are either set in the present or before 1900; if more
films were set in the early twentieth century then a new division
would be in order. Pioneer-era films can either cover the Church's
whole nineteenth-century history, as with Legacy, or focus on only
one specific historical period, such as that of frontier Utah. Films
with these settings often exhibit syntactic affinities with films set in
the present (e.g., repentance or romance); but as period pieces, their
semantic elements are remarkably different.

I have divided modern films into four categories, though there
could be more. At this stage, many of the semantic elements, the
physical trappings of modern Mormon culture, are shared. The divi-
sions are thus based upon semantic emphases: a character's repen-
tance, conversion, or spiritual epiphany; a traditional romance;
achieving a goal not directly related to religion; or executing a
Church calling. Repentance films can center on any type of spiritual
awakening and often overlap with another plot such as a romance or
mission service.

I have further subdivided romantic comedies depending on
whether both characters, or only one, are active Latter-day Saints,
with a further division for films where the love interest is inactive or
non-Mormon (as in Charly, 2002) or the protagonist is (The Singles
Ward). Likewise, "nonreligious quest films" refers to pictures that
feature Mormon characters who are pursuing traditional secular
goals, such as solving the murders in Brigham City or becoming rock
stars in Sons ofProvo (2005).

Films about Church callings can also be subdivided into several
categories. Because of the disproportionate number of films dealing
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with missionary work, I have made them a separate category, subdi-
vided by whether the protagonist is the missionary {The Errand of An-
gels) or the investigator {Roots and Wings). The majority, though not
all, of films dealing with other Church callings have been produced
by the Church itself to inspire members to greater service; most of
these were commissioned by the Sunday School or other auxiliary
organizations in the decades when they held their own annual con-
ferences. Examples include Teacher, Do You Love Met (1986), No
Greater Call (1967), Continue to Minister (1988), It's the Ward Teachers
(1956), and so on. A significant subset of these films, which I have
called "brother's keeper films," depicts those who, acting in their
callings, reach out to someone who has strayed or is in spiritual peril,
as in What About Thad? (1968), That Which Was Lost (1969), Come
Back, My Son (1954), and of course My Brother's Keeper (1961).

This taxonomy is obviously imperfect and incomplete—many
other potential categories could be added—but I hope it can help
stimulate discussion of specific patterns within Mormon cinema. It
is easier to discuss the semantic and syntactic similarities of films
that focus on fulfilling callings or pioneers gathering to Utah than
for Mormon cinema as a whole. It also provides a springboard for
comparisons among groups. We can now examine how a semantic
element like the temple is handled differently in the modern ro-
mance Charly than in a period piece like The Mountain of the Lord
(1993). Such comparisons can help us identify and negotiate the in-
terstices between apparently unrelated films and thus better under-
stand the general unity among all Mormon movies.

Film/Genre: A Semantic/Syntactic/Pragmatic Approach
The most prominent flaw with the preceding taxonomy is that it

still treats Mormon films as ahistorical entities, forever static and de-
fined. Altman himself sensed that limiting discussion to semantics
and syntax ultimately did not solve this problem, prompting him to
return to the issue with a much more thorough and historically
based analysis in his Film/Genre. In order to properly evaluate film
genre, he examines the history and conception of genre itself, in-
cluding predecessors of cinema such as literature and painting, be-
fore moving into a pragmatic analysis of how film genres follow
similar patterns.
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Since Aristotle, there has been very little agreement about what
genre actually means. Altman points out that "the term inconsistently
refers to distinctions derived from a wide variety of differences
among texts: type of presentation (epic/lyric/dramatic), relation to
reality (fiction versus non-fiction), historical kind (comedy/trag-
edy/tragicomedy), level of style (novel versus romance), or content
paradigm (sentimental novel/historical novel/adventure novel)."40

Essentially the only point of agreement is that genres exist, generally
as stable a priori entities, and that critics are independent of them.
Not only does Altman now dispute both claims, but he also asserts
that the descriptive criteria used to separate genres (form, source,
content, etc.) often render discussion futile.

A sampling of some of the generic listings on the Mormon Liter-
ature and Creative Arts Database illustrates the difficulty even
within the "genre" of Mormon literature: biographical fiction, chil-
dren's book, criticism, devotional literature, diary/journal, drama,
Education Week presentation, humor, hymn, interview/panel, mis-
sionary story, one-person show, reference work, Relief Society les-
son, romance, science-fiction, scripture-based fiction, tribute, young
adult fiction, and many more, including a catch-all of "unassign-
ed."41 Such a broad range of generic characteristics often makes
genres impossible to compare and hence ambiguous; missionary sto-
ries, for instance, can be told in any number of formats. More impor-
tantly, these are still ahistorical categories, disregarding how Mor-
mon literature has been perceived over time.

To be overly reductive of Airman's analysis, the answer lies in real-
izing, not only that genres are ever changing, but also that the change
happens cyclically, in predictable patterns. Whenever there is an es-
tablished and successful genre, producers (authors, screenwriters, stu-
dio executives, etc.) immediately strive to differentiate their new work
from it by adding an original element. Often, a few of these will share
this new element (whether coincidentally or not), which results in a
new cycle. If a cycle solidifies and gains general acceptance and a sense
of permanence, then it has become a new genre.

A helpful analogy is to examine how generic products function
in the grocery store. Generic brands are not actually brand-less, but
have extremely plain packaging that simply explains what they con-
tain: "generic products pay little attention to colour, shape and tex-
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ture, instead straightforwardly stressing the nutritional contents of
each item."42 Name brands, by contrast, exist precisely to sell a
name, not content. Packaging is designed to grab attention and dif-
ferentiate a product from all others like it. Not only do marketers use
color, design, slogans, and mascots, but they are more likely than not
to misspell the product's name for emphasis, hence Rice Krispies,
Cheez Whiz, Jell-O, L'eggs, Rice-a-roni, and my favorite, Kibbles 'n
Bits Bac'n Cheez.43 Thus cereal, pantyhose, or films that are consid-
ered generic are identified by their content, allowing consumers to
know exactly what to expect from them, while those that strive for
brand recognition use every means available to emphasize the name
of the product and its uniqueness, thus discouraging equation with
similar products except to superlatively praise themselves, as with
"Most recommended," "Absolutely the Crunchiest," and "The great-
est film of the year!" Thus film producers strive to actually eschew
rather than promote genre.44

If one studio has a hit, however, others will probably examine
what made that film unique from the preexisting genre and then
flock to copy its innovations. If this characteristic is imitated and var-
ied by a number of films across the industry, then a new cycle be-
gins. In certain cases, this new component becomes standardized as
a new generic quality, prompting producers to once again seek to
move beyond it via a new variation. If "Cheez" becomes standard-
ized, then we must modify it with "Bac'n," "Eazy," or "Whiz"; if a
hardboiled detective becomes standard, then we might try making
him a woman or having him sing. This process of passing from cy-
cles to genres can also be seen as passing from adjectives to nouns—
in other words, the appropriation of new semantics. When an adjec-
tive can drop the noun it modifies and become substantive by itself,
then a new genre is formed which, in turn, almost immediately re-
ceives new adjectives.45 For instance, such a process led from dis-
course to poetic discourse to poetry to dramatic poetry to drama to
comic drama to comedy to romantic comedy to romance to musical
romance to musical.46 If we modified this last group by making it a
"backstage" musical (films set in the theater, like The Broadway Mel-
ody, 1929, Gold Diggers of 1933, 1933, 42nd Street, 1933, and even the
remake of The Producers, 2005), then it is possible for these to cohere
into a new genre known as the "backstager." Since historically this
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term was never used, the musical remains the genre with backstage
musicals a cycle within it.

The process is very evident in Mormon film. There is at present
no monolithic genre known as "the Mormon." What we actually
have is Mormon mysteries, Mormon comedies, Mormon romances,
Mormon westerns, Mormon mockumentaries, Mormon dramas,
Mormon musicals, Mormon weepies/chick flicks, Mormon biopics,
and so on. Current Mormon cinema seems to be at a stage Altman
describes thus: "Before they are fully constituted through the junc-
tion of persistent material and consistent use of that material, na-
scent genres traverse a period when their only unity derives from
shared surface characteristics [here, Mormonism] deployed within
other generic contexts perceived as dominant."47 Currently, the
strongest nascent genre in Mormon film is, as mentioned, the mis-
sionary film, with pioneer films possibly coming in second. These
categories are the best candidates as fully fledged genres, not be-
cause they are the most uniquely Mormon but because they each
contain the most cohesive set of shared semantics and syntax across
a group of films.

Also, more than other categories, they can be seen as modifying
a preexisting subset of Mormon film rather than the reverse, where
a Mormon element modifies the dominant characteristics of com-
edies, romances, etc. World cinema has created many films about
missionaries—The Mission (1986), The Nun's Story (1959), Black Nar-
cissus (1947), Nazarin (1959), Black Robe (1991), A Man Called Peter
(1955), and others—but they have never been considered a genre,
and Mormon missionary films certainly are not modifications of
them. If it hasn't happened already, Mormon missionary films will
soon be seen as viable and common enough to constitute their own
generic label, in which case producers will attempt to introduce new
cycles. Indeed, The Errand of Angels may become the vanguard of a
sister missionary cycle if more films follow in its wake; the publicity
surrounding it—promoting it as the first film about sister missionar-
ies—certainly fits this mold.4 On the broader level, when Mormons
and Mormonism cease to be modifiers and become the modified,
then we will have a Mormon genre.

God's Army constitutes a key case. In March 2000 it was not the
first film in the new Mormon genre, for no such genre existed. In-
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stead it was essentially a drama, a buddy picture, or a coming-of-age
story. The Mormonism was God's Army's modification (the adjec-
tive) to its buddy picture/coming-of-age story genre (the substan-
tive). Richard Dutcher, however, promoted it not as any of these gen-
res but, in fact, as "the first of many unique and enduring Mormon
films."49 It may seem a risky endeavor to base a film's marketing
around a genre that does not yet exist, but the key lies in realizing
that Dutcher was promoting his company Zion Films as the creator
of those productions. In 2000 both he and Mormon feature films
were unique, and he could emphasize the supposed genre— and its
dissimilarity to Hollywood productions—to promote himself. By the
time Dutcher returned to similar territory with States of Grace, how-
ever, he had to differentiate from a plethora of existing Mormon
pictures—HaleStorm, for instance, had certainly established a
unique brand. As Dutcher said a few months after the film's release:
"I realized that people had just begun to associate me with them
[Hale-Storm]. In fact a lot of people have never seen God's Army but
they just assume that it must be like the HaleStorm [pictures] be-
cause that's what they're familiar with. So now I'm very outspoken.
I'm really trying to distinguish myself."50 This realization came too
late, however, as Dutcher's failure to promote his own brand of
filmmaking had a greater effect on States of Grace's box office re-
ceipts than the film's controversy.51

But like Naficy, Altman's most important point for Mormon cin-
ema is the role of the community in creating genre. Genres are not
only defined by filmmakers and marketers but also by those who
consume and discuss them, both regular fans and formal critics.
Genres are functional categories and, as anarchic as it may sound,
the process of genrification—meaning the adoption and actual adap-
tation of a specific work into an existing genre—basically happens
whenever enough people agree that a specific film belongs to a spe-
cific category. A film is what people say it is.

Likewise, after new genres arise from recent cycles, past films
may be retroactively included in the new genre. This "regenrifica-
tion"—it is "re-genrified" because it had previously been considered
part of a different genre entirely—is performed by the consumer
community. Film producers are too concerned with differentiating
present works to bother with categorizing yesterday's products.
Altman uses scores of primary sources from the popular press to il-
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lustrate this process with biopics, musicals, westerns, and other gen-
res. For instance, nearly all historians, including Altman in his book
on musicals, have placed the heyday of the musical in 1929 and
1930, immediately after the advent of sound synchronization. Yet
now Altman provides a plethora of contemporary advertising sourc-
es that list these films as dramas, romances, and comedies. MGM
promoted The Broadway Melody (1929), commonly known as the
granddaddy of all musicals, as an "all talking, all singing, all dancing
dramatic sensation."53 Producers did not start grouping such films as
"musicals" until around 1931, when the term became a pejorative to
describe all that was wrong with them—in other words, differentiat-
ing the new films of 1931 from those released in 1929 and 1930. His-
torians then adopted this term with a positive connotation and used
it retroactively.54

Likewise, The Great Train Robbery (1903), often seen as the first
great western, was billed on its release as a railroad variation of the
popular travel film genre. Furthermore, it sparked a series of robbery
films, not westerns. Only later was it subsumed in the more stable
western corpus—again, after the term had passed through a pejorative
stage.55 With the backlash against the perceived low quality of many
recent Mormon films, perhaps we are closer to establishing Mormon
film as a genre than suspected. Be alert for advertising that separates
new productions from low-grade "Mormon films" of the past.

Today The Broadway Melody is a musical and The Great Train Rob-
bery a western. Here, critics have been successful in claiming new ter-
ritory through regenrification, a process in which power lies particu-
larly in the hands of popular, rather than academic, critics. "If Leon-
ard Maltin says Thelma and Louise is a road movie (rather than a
chick-flick or a buddy film), who are we to disagree?"5 Likewise, if
Preston Hunter and Thomas Baggaley decide to include or exclude
a particular film from Ldsfilm.com, then that is their prerogative. It
is, after all, their website. Genre criticism is the one area where pop-
ulist critics like newspaper reviewers, bloggers, and even Block-
buster Video employees are completely empowered. If a clerk puts a
title in the horror section, then no amount of argument about its af-
finities with melodrama will transport it across the aisle. Hunter and
Baggaley decided that The Legend of Johnny Lingo (2003) did not
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meet their criteria for a Mormon film, and thus it has essentially
been removed from generic consideration—for now.

This phenomenon speaks, not just to the power of Ldsfilm.com
and other online forums, but also to the people who visit them, for a
community is required to validate the critics. In this case, excluding
The Legend of Johnny Lingo could happen only because Hunter and
Baggaley already had authority in the community's eyes. Ultimately
it is the entire community, not just the critics, who define the genre;
however, it is the critics' not insignificant role to guide or reinforce
this consensus. The internet, for its part, has greatly facilitated this
process, cohering the diasporic or, to use Airman's term, constel-
lated community of Mormon film fans by encouraging lateral com-
munication that will continue to reinforce and redefine the generic
status of past and future films. It is difficult to see how the current
Mormon film movement could have taken hold without it.

Also worthy of notice is the LDS Film Festival, an annual physical
gathering that brings together enthusiasts to view new films which, by
very necessity of its title, thereby expands and redefines what LDS cin-
ema is. If such a venue were to have retrospective screenings of A Trip
to Salt Lake City (1905) and Trapped by the Mormons (1922), then those
films would be retroactively regenrified into the corpus, shifting the
modern definition of Mormon cinema. So would the inclusion of The
Legend of Johnny Lingo or Napoleon Dynamited

In this regard we can make a profitable comparison with the
woman's film. This genre was created entirely by critics, not produc-
ers, by retroactively rereading existing films. For generations, stu-
dios released films under labels like melodramas or weepies that
dealt with purported women's issues such as love, self-sacrifice, and
domesticity. Then in 1974 Molly Haskell wrote a virtual manifesto
grouping all such genres under the label "woman's films"—not a new
term but one which had hitherto never been so broad—and con-
demning them as "emotional pornography," an opiate designed to
make women accept their social position. This essay did three
things: It identified a group of films as a cohesive genre that were not
so identified at the time of their production; it introduced a feminist
perspective into the evaluation of the films; and it led the way for
other critics and members of the feminist community to evaluate
the films and her essay, thus strengthening the concept of "woman's
film" as a genre. When in 1987 Mary Ann Doane published The De-
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sire to Desire: The Woman's Film of the 1940s, she removed the quota-
tion marks from around the term, indicating that it had become fully
accepted as a genre.59 The elimination of quotation marks, though
inconspicuous, is actually quite indicative of a term's stability, show-
ing that it has moved beyond the initial cyclic stage. Even Preston
Hunter, throughout his 2001 essay, placed the terms "Mormon cin-
ema" and "LDS cinema" in quotation marks.60

The evolution of the woman's film also illustrates another of
Altman's points: that in the process of redefining which films per-
tain to which genres, there is a continual process of moving the mar-
gins to the center. Weepies were marginal, B-films, and emotional
pornography; but through their reclamation as feminist texts, they
and their original consumers moved to the center of the struggle for
women's equal recognition and representation in society. But as
feminism has become accepted and even chic, traditional feminists
now are often "contested and even supplanted by new alliances
among lesbian, gay and bisexual groups," illustrating a continual
margin-to-center movement in the sequence of women's films to
feminist films to lesbian films.61

Altman produces examples from other social arenas besides cin-
ema. "The Star-Spangled Banner," written in 1812, did not become
the American national anthem until 1931. It later shifted emphasis
from national holidays to sporting events, with traditional rendi-
tions being supplanted by innovative popular ones. This movement
"involves the folding of the margins (a coalition of sports fans and
popular music fans) into a new centre, where the Super Bowl serves
as national holiday of a new America."62 Likewise Christopher Co-
lumbus began as the Spaniard "Cristobal Colon" in 1492, when
Spain was reaching the height of its power, yet eventually became
"Christopher Columbus," the father of English-speaking America,
in 1792. This new status coincided with the move of American patri-
ots from their 1760s marginality to a 1790s centrality. In 1892, his
birthday became a national holiday and, as "Cristoforo Colombo,"
he became the father of all Italians as Italian immigrants moved
from the margin to the center. By the most recent anniversary in
1992, he became the first rapist of the New World as Native Ameri-
cans, politically correct lobbyists, and other revisionists moved to
the center.63
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The same processes can be seen in Mormonism. In a church that
believes in continuing revelation, it is to be expected that certain
doctrines and practices will change over the years. In some cases,
however, Church members have completely recast—or regenrified—
how they consider these doctrines and practices related to Mormons
in the past, particularly concerning beliefs that have indeed moved
from the margins to the center. When polygamy was practiced,
therefore, "celestial marriage" referred to it alone. Since polygamy's
abandonment, however, "celestial marriage" has come to indicate
temple marriages, the doctrine that has moved to the center. Like-
wise tithing began its history as a marginal practice, peripheral to
and simultaneously supportive of the more central doctrine of con-
secration (D&C 119); but as consecration faded, tithing trans-
formed into the Church's primary financial system.64 Similar pat-
terns can be seen for the increasing importance of the Word of Wis-
dom,65 the disappearance of second anointings,66 the changing
meaning of the gift of tongues, the rise of family home evening, the
advent and transformation of Church auxiliary organizations, and
so on.

Even pioneers are subject to change. Before 1897 the term re-
ferred exclusively to those who had arrived in Salt Lake City in the
1847 companies, but in that year the Mormon community made a
conscious decision to redefine "pioneer" to include everyone who
had journeyed to Utah before the transcontinental railroad in
1869.67 In the 1900s "pioneer" came to often mean anyone who
lived in Utah in the 1800s, and by 1997 Salt Lake City's sesquicenten-
nial was celebrated throughout the global Church as the Pioneer Ses-
quicentennial; the change since the 1947 Utah Centennial reflects
the global growth of the Church in those fifty years. By 1997 the
pedigree of pioneer heritage was extended to all Church members
throughout the world through means like the Church's documen-
tary An Ensign to the Nations, which aired between general confer-
ence sessions that October and depicted "pioneers" in South Korea,
Africa, and other areas. In the April 2008 general conference, Dieter
F. Uchtdorf, a counselor in the First Presidency whose German fam-
ily converted to the Church in his youth, said that though none of his
ancestors were among the nineteenth-century pioneers, "I claim
with gratitude and pride this pioneer legacy as my own," as could all
other Mormons, regardless of location or genealogy.68
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On the widest level, of course, the Church has been consistently
redefined as it has moved from the margins to the mainstream in a
process studied by Thomas Alexander, Armand Mauss, Gregory
Prince, and numerous other Mormon historians.69 This process
might happen naturally, but, like other marginal groups, Latter-day
Saints have a vested interest in speeding up the regenrification pro-
cess and moving into an established position. Altman observes,
"Those at the centre . . . regularly exaggerate the age, rootedness,
and importance of current practice, openly resisting otherness, hy-
phenation and creolization, while those on the margins must use re-
sistant reading practices, secondary discursivity and lateral commu-
nication to reinforce always frail constellated communities."70 Mor-
mons were once seen as pariahs, terrorists, and anathema to the
principles of Christianity and democracy. Now they are often view-
ed as the pinnacle of conservative American values.

The name of the Church itself has signaled this process. Upon
its organization in 1830 it was legally established as the Church of
Christ. By the Ohio period, it had added "Church of Jesus Christ"
while the Missouri Mormons met under the name of "Church of the
Latter-day Saints." These titles remained interchangeable until an
April 1838 revelation combined them as "the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints" (D&C 115:4). Throughout this process Church
members referred to each other as Saints or Latter-day Saints, while
it was their enemies who began calling them Mormonites. The suf-
fix was eventually dropped, creating the substantive term "Mor-
mons." But it still had a highly pejorative connotation, indicating a
people who rejected the Bible in favor of new alleged scripture.
From the Brigham Young period onward, Church members appro-
priated the title as a favorable term but continued to place both
"Mormons" and "Mormonism" in quotation marks through at least
the 1910s;72 these faded away during the 1930s. This was also the
time the Salt Lake Mormon Tabernacle Choir gradually changed its
name, for publicity purposes in its new weekly radio broadcasts, to
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. 3 The term "Mormon" became a
source of pride for Church members and reached such a level of
ubiquity that, in recent decades, Church leaders have striven to re-
emphasize the Church's actual name and its association with Jesus
Christ—for example, adding the subtitle "Another Testament of Je-
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sus Christ" to the Book of Mormon in 198274 and changing the
Church logo to emphasize Christ's name in 1996.

Given the early pejorative use of the term "Mormon," it is not
surprising that its first editorial attachment to a film was, as we have
seen, with A Victim of the Mormons in 1912. The cyclic nature of the
process was fully evident at the time: Nordisk Films, a large company
from the robust Danish film industry, created Victim as a prestige
production with top stars, a well-known director, and a practically
unprecedented running length of three reels, making it the longest
film released in Denmark in 1911. Its success in Europe and North
America prompted an immediate cycle of copycats, with The Flower
of the Mormon City from a Danish competitor of Nordisk and the
American films The Mountain Meadows Massacre, The Mormon, An Ep-
isode of Early Mormon Days, Marriage or Death, and The Danites, all
within one year. Then, however, the cycle of Mormon-tinged thrill-
ers slowed and dissipated rather than crystallizing into anything
more than a minor cycle. Only half a dozen more such films were
released throughout the next decade.

Church leaders, meanwhile, decided to reappropriate their cine-
matic image, much as they had done with the term "Mormon" a gen-
eration earlier. By 1912 they were seeking to create an epic motion
picture of their own, telling a positive version of the Church's his-
tory; and in February 1913, One Hundred Years of Mormonism pre-
miered to enthusiastic crowds in Salt Lake City—the "Mormon film"
had been regenrified from its "anti-Mormon" origins. Not only that,
but the success of One Hundred Years prompted another attempted
cycle among Mormon film enthusiasts, although The Life of Nephi
(1915) was the only other pro-Mormon film that reached immediate
theatrical release.

The pattern has repeated in recent years. Richard Dutcher has
often spoken of how his dissatisfaction with depictions of Mormons
in mainstream films like Orgazmo helped prompt his decision to pro-
duce God's Army. Then, following that film's success, a cycle of Mor-
mon films emerged, with different variations—comedy, romance, ad-
venture—upon the theme. Since 2005 the cycle has similarly slowed
and dissipated, but that does not mean that Mormon cinema is
dead. Rather, it means the audience and filmmakers are renegotiat-
ing what the generic components of Mormon film will be. What are
its standard semantic elements? Into what syntaxes will they be ar-
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ranged? This process is made exponentially more difficult by film's
high production costs and, as Naficy pointed out, the burden of rep-
resentation Mormon audiences place on Mormon filmmakers.
When audiences reject elements of one film, it helps guide future
productions, a dynamic which may have contributed to the general
improvement between recent films and those of five or six years ago;
note, for instance, the positive change between Vuissa's 2004 Baptists
at OurBarbeque and his 2008 The Errand of Angels in both production
quality and the choice of subject matter.

As this process plays out in the multiplex, popular and academic
critics can reevaluate past and current films, expanding and refining
the corpus of Mormon cinema to include anti-Mormon pictures, in-
structional films, viral videos on YouTube or MormonWebTV,76 or
whatever else speaks most pertinently to Mormon society. We will see
changes in Mormonism's ethnic identity as it expands into new host
cultures throughout the globe and as technology, including online
video, allows diasporized or constellated Church members to be in
closer connection with each other. As this ethnic identity evolves, it
will in turn affect the semantic and syntactic elements placed into
Mormon films. Mormon cinema as a genre will continue to depend
on the cultural identity of Mormonism as an ethnicity, and subgen-
res like missionary films and pioneer films will continue to emerge
and evolve as well. The movement will never be static, meaning that
Mormon cinema will always allow new insights into Mormon thought,
society, and self-perception, as well as Mormonism's relationship with
the rest of the world.
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